Molecular mechanisms of bacterial persistence and phenotypic antibiotic resistance.
Bacterial persistence refers to a state of reduced metabolic activity that endows a subpopulation of isogenic bacteria with multidrug tolerance. Persisters are phenotypic variants but not mutants. Since its discovery in 1944, bacterial persistence has not received enough attention until recently when its implications in persistent infections and biofilm infections become apparent. Much research has been done in recent years to investigate the mechanisms underlying bacterial persistence and phenotypic antibiotic resistance. The mechanisms of bacterial persistence are complex and the following pathways are involved in persister formation: toxin-antitoxin systems, reduced metabolism, energy production, protein and nucleic acid synthesis, DNA repair and protection, protein degradation, transporters/efflux systems, and transcriptional regulators etc. Although persistence mechanisms are conserved in terms of the gene function and pathways involved among different bacterial species, they may vary in gene homology and relative importance of a given pathway. For example, Escherichia coli toxin-antitoxin systems play an important role in persister formation, while Staphylococcus aureus persister formation does not appear to use toxin-antitoxin systems. Here we provide an update on recent progress in persistence mechanisms using E. coli and S. aureus as models, as well as discuss approaches in the treatment of persistent bacterial infections.